A study on Lacrimation and associated symptoms of mild dry eye by the application of warm compress among geriatric population (> 60 years of age) at village Dhanas, U.T., Chandigarh.
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Dry eye represents a significant public health problem among geriatric population of age group > 60 years. Objective: to study lacrimation and associated symptoms of mild dry eye by application of warm compress among geriatric population (> 60 years of age). Study was conducted to identify the clients with mild dry eye. Seventy four study subjects with mild dry eye participated in the study. By randomization they were divided into experimental and control subjects. All the subjects were interviewed and assessed for tear level with Schirmer's test and symptoms of mild dry eye on 1st and 7th day. Tear level in both the eyes and symptoms of mild dry eye were compared among experimental and control subjects on 1st and 7th day. Among experimental subjects, symptoms were significantly improved on 7th day while there was no change in symptoms among control subjects on 7th day. Among experimental subjects, mean tear level was also significantly increased from 9.03±1.95 to 10.94±2.91 in right eyes (p<0.01) and from 9.61±3.09 to 11.40±3.49 in left eye (p<0.05) on 7th day when t-test applied. No complication of warm compress was reported. It concluded that warm compress is an effective, safe and economical method for the treatment of mild dry eye among geriatric population in the community.
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